Neurological rehabilitation (rehab) could be a doctor-supervised program designed for folks with diseases, injury or disorders of the system nervous. medical specialty rehab will usually improve operate, scale back symptoms, and improve the well-being of the patient. The primary objective of psychology rehabilitation is to boost the standard of lifetime of people United Nations agency have sustained medical specialty insult, which can involve psychological feature, behavioral, emotional, and social factors. Any and every one of those factors could have an effect on social, marital, vocational, instructional, and recreational domains, additionally to purposeful independence in activities of daily living. various outcome studies have reported positive leads to defensive the effectuality of psychology rehabilitation programs, with relevance psychosocial standing.
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Introduction
The major symptoms of multiple sclerosis include numbness and weakness in the limbs, lack of coordination, tremors. Some of the symptoms of multiple sclerosis are similar to other conditions like migraine and stroke. The stroke and the multiple sclerosis are very different conditions but the similarity in both the conditions is that they both harm the brain in common some of the symptoms are numbness of the limbs, dizziness, slurring visual impairment, difficulty in the walking.

The researchers stated that many people that are misdiagnosed with multiple sclerosis have received the multiple sclerosis treatment for more than 4 years. Air pollutants such as NO2, No & Co tend to be in high level during rainy seasons. Whereas pm10 & NOx tend to be high in dry season. Air pollutants such as Sulphur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, carbon monoxide, ozone and coarse matter lower than 10µ were deliberated as pollutants. As per recent studies, air pollutants have imposed effect on neurological diseases & disorders. Some of the pollutants like NO2 can cause Ms relapse rate. The chief origin of such pollutants are domestic, commercial heating, industrial activities, agriculture & electricity production.

Conclusion
As per Italian researchers, inhalation a ir pollutants shows a significant effect on people suffering with multiple sclerosis. There is also ride in disease activity. Particulate mixture (PM) is a compound alloy of small particles & liquid droplets. Researchers examined PM10 evaluations and have observed. They have found that there is a relation between peak levels of particulate matter & multiple sclerosis. It mainly causes attacking cells that are been recoiled by attacking cells into the nervous system. It also results in increased inflammation of cells due to increase in capability of immune cells of the nervous system.

It can be difficult for the doctors to make the decision if the symptoms are like some other conditions. The symptoms and the MRI also look like other conditions.